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Luxury brands  are partnering with health companies  to attract fit young consumers . Image credit: Dirty Lemon

 
By DANNY PARISI

NEW YORK Luxury marketing's shift toward millennials, as well as ethical and sustainable living, is  creating a space
for high-end wellness brands and experiences to flourish.

Speaking at Luxury FirstLook 2018: Exclusivity Redefined on Jan. 17, an analyst from Euromonitor spoke about the
ways that the luxury industry has sought to monetize health and fitness as well as the factors that have shaped the
market's reception to those efforts. A common theme was that experiential luxury has led more consumers to value
luxury brands that can make them healthier and happier.

"Understanding what makes a product premium is more important than ever before," said Fflur Roberts, head of
luxury goods research at Euromonitor International. "Spending on things that make us feel better is soaring."

Luxury Daily produced Luxury FirstLook 2018: Exclusivity Redefined on Jan. 17.

Health and wellness

Over the past few years, consumers in general have gravitated toward products that are more ethical and sustainably
produced.

This can be observed in the rise of organic and natural foods, the rejection of leather and fur and other trends in the
luxury business.

Euromonitor's Ms. Roberts cites research that shows that "natural and organic" and " environmentally friendly" are
two of the top qualities that luxury consumers look for in beauty products.
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Experiential luxury is up. Image credit: Euromonitor

"Consumers are more often choosing organic and natural foods above all other types," Ms. Roberts said. "At a time
when the political world is in turmoil, luxury is less about showing off wealth and more about what we find
meaningful."

At its core, luxury is a way for consumers to be able to express themselves by highlighting aspects that they would
like to emphasize. Buying an ethically sourced, organic product is not necessary, but many consumers choose to do
so anyway for personal and moral reasons.

Changing trends
A quick observation of the luxury market shows that brands from across sectors have all begun integrating health
and wellness-related ideas into their campaigns.

For example, Cond Nast-owned Vogue magazine is helping readers with their "new year, new you" efforts by
partnering with a health beverage.

Vogue's partnership with Dirty Lemon, a lemon-based functional beverage, began Jan. 8, just as many consumers
were likely to fall off the new year resolution bandwagon. The partnership between the fashion title and health drink
brand includes branded Vogue x Dirty Lemon bottles and a subscription offer, promotions that may sway
consumers to try an unfamiliar magazine or product (see story).

Also, private aviator Sentient Jet is  making it easier for its members with health concerns to travel courtesy of a
partnership with a medical concierge.

Consumers want ethical, sustainable products. Image credit: Euromonitor

Sentient has renewed its relationship with PinnacleCare for a second year, offering clients access to medical
evacuation and health advisory services. For travelers with chronic illnesses, travel can be a stressful undertaking,
leading to a number of healthcare-focused hospitality alliances (see story).

The majority of health and wellness spending has come from millennials. Millennials are "WELLth investors," as
research firm Cassandra put it, who would rather spend their income on personal and societal wellness.

Cassandra's research found that 73 percent of millennials would rather be healthy than wealthy, and 68 percent
would rather splurge on healthy eating than junk food (see story).

This demographic trend will be important in luxury's interest in emerging markets as developing countries tend to
have the greatest number of millennials.
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"By 2030, developing countries will account for 60 percent of global GDP," Euromonitor's Ms. Roberts said.
"Ultimately as populations grow, we may need to look further afield to meet the growing demand for wellness."
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